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SHORT NOTES 

SAINT-EVREMOND AND PETRONIUS 

by Raymond Astbury 

This attempt to clarify from a bibliographical point of view 
the work done on Petronius by Saint-Evrernond as well as other 
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related items,owes a great deal to the work of Rene Ternois 
in his Siunt-EvAemond: Oeu.vAe.6 en PAo.6e (4 vols. Paris 1962-
69). Some loose ends remain; I hope that the publication 
of this note will s ti.mulate those who are in a position to 
follow them up to do so, 

I 
In 1664 appeared a work entitled Jugement .6WL Senequ.e 

P.f.u-taJLqu.e et P~one. Avec. l'H.u,to..vr.e de la /Acwtone d'Ephv..e. 
Paris: Claude Barbin, M,DC.LXIV (Schmeling and Stuckey Nos. 
430 and 1725). This contained four items, of which three 
concern Petronius, viz.:-

P· 3: 'Sur Seneque, Plutarque et Petrone'. The Petro
nian section of this is an account of Petronius based on the 
Tacitean chapters; it should perhaps also be noted that in 
the section on Seneca Saint-Evremond devotes some space to 
the discussion of the view of one Berville that 'le faut 
Eumolpe f~t le veritable Seneque'. 

p. 24: 'Sur Petrone' (p: 33, Chapitre II; p. 41, Cha
pitre III). Though later editions and translations tend to 
print this as though it were a part of or pendant to the 
foregoing, it should be observed that it is a quite separate 
work which discusses Petronius as author of the Sa.tyJU,c.an. 
The first chapter argues that Petronius was not a satirist 
or moralist but 'un courtisan delicat, qui trouve le ridi
cule'; in the second he discusses the extent to which Nero 
is mocked in the work; and in the third he gives his at
tention to Petronius' literary talents with particular 
praise for his skill in delineating character. 

p. 87: 'La Matrone d'Ephese'; a prose translation of 
the episodel). 

This collection was reprinted in 1670 (Schmeling and 
Stuckey No. 431) and in 1678 as Clnqll,{,~ne Pall..tle du. oeuvAe.6 
mv..lee.6 de M. Ve S. E. Paris: Claude Barbin, M.DC.LXXVIII, 
and frequently thereafter. Various translations of these 
items into English appeared~in the fifty years following 
their first publication. The earliest was: Judgement an 
Afe.xandM and Ca.UM. and wa on Senec.a, Plu..tMc.h and Pe
~oYLlw.. T~la.ted out 06 the FAe.nc.h. London: A. Max
well, for Jonathan Edwin, 1672 (Schmeling and Stuckey Nos. 
266, 770 and 1726); the translator was John Dancer and all 
three of the Petronian items mentioned above were included, 
'A Judgement upon Seneca, Plutarch and Petronius' and 'Upon 
Petronius' appeared in: M.u,c.ellaneoUl> £6.6a.y.6: By MoMieWL 
St. EvAemont. T~la.ted out 06 FMnc.h. W,i,,th a ChMac.tM, 
by a Pl/Mon 06 HonouJt hMe in England. Continued by /,Iii. 
V~den. London: John Everingham, 1692 (Schmeling and 
Stuckey No. 1727). The two items appear in Vol. I pp. 233-
43 and 243-57 respectively. Eight years later there was 
published: The Wolllu, 06 Mlt de St. EvAemont. foan.6la.ted 
6Aom the FAenc.h. London: Awnscham and John Churchill, 
1700. Vol, I contained 'A Judgement upon Petronius' (pp. 
221-3); 'Upon Petronius' (pp. 223-35); and 'The Ephesian 
Matron' (pp. 236-41). Lightly revised versions of the 
1700 translations appeared in: The WoA/u, 06 MoMieWL Ve 
St. EvAemond. Made Engwh 6Mm the FAenc.h QJU,g,i_na,l. Lon
don: J. Churchill, 1714. 'A Judgement upon Seneca, Plu
tarch and Petronius' is in Vol. I pp. 160-7; 'Sur Petrone' 
(without a separate title) in I pp. 167-79; and 'The 
Ephesian Matron' in I pp. 179-83. 

II 
1669 saw the publication of Rec.uul de cliv~e.6 piec.e.6. 

Fiu.tu pall. plut,ie,WL-6 pe.Monnu ,i,llUL,~e.6. La Haye: Jean 
et Daniel Steucker, MDCLXIX. This collection, which is 
divided into three separately paginated parts, contains 
thirteen items, of which ten are by Saint-Evremond, though 
his name is nowhere mentioned. In the first part we find 
'Jugement sur Seneque, Plutarque et Petrone' (p. 58), 'Sur 
Petrone' (p. 69) and 'La Matrone d'Ephese' (p. 91). Of 
these the first and last are substantially the same as the 
versions which first appeared in 1664. But 'Sur Petrone' 
is not the same; in the third chapter there has been con
siderable expansion at one point (see Ternois, op. C,,i,,t, 
II pp. 175-7 for the text of the additional material). 

In addition to this extended version of 'Sur Petrone' the 
book also contains in its third section two Petronian items 
which are not by Saint-Evremond. On p. 34 we find 'La 
Veufve de Petrone', a verse adaptation in 45 ten-line stan
zas of the Matron of Ephesus2), and on p. 56 'De Petrone a 
Martia. Epigramme', a translation of Petron. frg. 43 
Buecheler = 33 Ernout. 

111 
·Two other items of Petronian interest appeared in Oeu.vAe.6 

me.6lee.6 ... PM.M. Ve.S. E. TAo.u,-i.eme P~e. Paris: 
Claude Barbin, MDCLXX. These were 'Fragment de Petrone. 
De !'Eloquence' (pp. 39-118), a translation, greatly ex
panded, of Petron. 1-5, which Saint-Evremond, according to 
Teroins, op. C,,i,,t, II p. 179, disclaimed in a letter to 
Barbin in 1700, and 'La Matrone d'Ephese' (pp. 119-55), 
which is not the version by Saint-Evremond published in 1664 
but a revised version of that which first appeared in Nou
velle-6 en VeM wee (sic) de Boc.ac.e et de l' Aluo.6te, pM 
M. de L. F. (i.e. La Fontaine). Paris: C. Barbin, 1665. 
P. Desmaizeaux, in his Mllange c.U,JU,eux du. me,i,l!e,U/1,6 ,xec.u 
a,UJU,bu.e.v.. a. MIL. de Siunt-EvAemond (Amsterdam 1706) as
cribes both of these works to M. de la Valterie3). Trans
lations of both of these items were published in Vol. I pp. 
242-80 of the 1700 Wolllu, mentioned above, and the same 
translations with slight revisions were reissued in the 
1714 Wolliu,. The third volume of that work contains, sepa
rately paginated, Me1110..vr.u 06 .the 1Ju:tcltu.6 0·6 MazM.Ut. 
Wu.t.ten in hM Name by .the Abbo.t: 06 S,t . Real.. [lllt:11. Cl let
teA c.antaining a ,tluie. cltaJi.a,&e/1. 06 hl?li pe/!.6cm aJ1d. c.onveA
.6ation. To wh,i,c.h a1u1. added, Some P.i.e.c.u a..t.tM.bute.d .t.a 
Maru,-i.e.WL Ve St. EvAemond, and by h.i.m appMved. "Plun,ted -i.n 
.the Ye.alt, 1713 (Schmeling and Stuckey No. 1726). The 
translations in question appear on pp. 80-110. 

IV 
The translation of Petronius by Wilson, Burnaby, Blount, 

etc. published in 1708 and (and in its later editions) 
[Schmeling and Stuckey Nos. 274-81] contains on pp. i-xvi 
'The Life of Petronius Arbiter. Written by Monsieur St. 
Evremont; Made English by Mr. Tho, Brown'. This essay 
has no connection with any of the items previously men
tioned in this note and the claim that it is by Saint 
Evremond appears to require investigation. A different 
translation of the same essay is to be found on pp. 1-14 
of Addison's 1736 translation of Petronius (Schmeling and 
Stuckey No. 283), where it is described as 'The Life of 
Petronius Arbiter. From the French'. The title-page 
reads as follows: The WaA/u, 06 Pwon,i,u.t, AAbilM, 1n 
PA0.6 e and VeMe. TMn.6lated 6Aom .the Oughial La..un, By 
MIL. Addi.6an. To wh,i,eh M.e pAe.6,i,x' d .the U6e 06 Pwon,i,u.t,, 
Vane 6Mm .the La..t.i.n: And a ChaJtactM 06 h-i.-6 WJU,ting.6 by 
Mon.6.i.e.Wt St. EvAemont. Actually prefixed to the transla
tion are:- 1) The Preface. This consists largely, after 
a brief preliminary, of a translation of Chapter III of 
'Sur Petrone', duly credited to 'the late celebrated Mons. 
St. Evremont'; it is the 1714 translation with one or two 
minor changes. 2) The Life of Petronius Arbiter. From 
the French. 3) A Key to the Principal Characters. 4) The 
Contents. It appears therefore that Addison does not follow 
the 1708 translation in ascribing the original of 'The Life' 
to Saint-Evremond. 

1) These items may be consulted most conveniently in Ternois, 
op. c.,i,.t, I pp. 154 ff. 

2) Schmeling and Stuckey No. 441 is also a seventeenth cen
tury French verse translation of the Matron of Ephesus; 
I have not been able to check the possibility that it 
may be the same as that listed above. 

3) This is presumably the De La Valterie who translated Ho
mer, Persius and Juvenal; cf. B-i.bUagMp/u,e UniveMelle, 
Anuenne et MadeAne T. 47 (Paris 1827) 413. 

Imperatore, G. F., SAGGIO VI ANALISI CRITICA VELLA 
BIBLIOGRAFIA NERONIANA VAL 1934 AL. 1975 (Milan: 
Istituto Editoriale Cisalpino-La Goliardica, 1978). 

Review by 
J. P. Sullivan 

This intelligent, i.f incomplete, discussion of recenll his
torical writings on the Neronian age should prove usefu1- for 
students of Petronius, even though mperatore, who 1:egret
tably died at the eru:ly age of twenty-three and whose post
humous thesis this is, decided not to discuss the mass of 
articles aod books (see p. 12-13) on the surviv:l:.11g literary 
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works of the period. (Petronius Arbiter does not even ap
pear in the index.) Even the non-historian, however, will 
find useful his survey (ch. 1) of the discussions of the 
sources from which we ultimately derive our image of Nero 
and Nero's court. Nero's bad press, so to speak, is more of 
an accident than we assume, even though one may not wish to 
agree with the blasphemous wit who remarked that anyone who 
persecuted Christians could not have been all bad. The fol
lowing nine chapters survey the work on, respectively, Nero's 
early years; the perennial problem of the QMnquenru,wn 
NeJtoYU-6; domestic and palace politics; Nero's philhellenism 
and his stance on religion; the fire of Rome and the perse
cution of the Christians; the economic and financial mea
sures adopted by the regime; Nero's foreign policy and mili
tary activities; then, finally, his fall and death. The 
ten pages of bibliography that follow contain as good a 
general guide to the period as one could wish, although one 
is puzzled as to why the editors were not more vigilant in 
eliminating the many misprints (p. 132, K. R. Grandley? p. 
139, B. L. Ullma?) and why they allowed the quotation marks 
around each journal and reference work, or indeed the over
punctuation ("Latomus," "C.A.H.", "I.A.Ph.A."). Perhaps it 
is time for an international style sheet for classical 
periodicals along the lines of the MLA style sheet. After 
all, our textual apparatuses are reasonably homogeneous. 
Nevertheless, this is a useful work for those not over
familiar with the history of the period and I learned much 
from it. It is, I believe, important for those immersed in 
literary studies to brush up occasionally on their ancient 
history and their archaeological Realien. For the age of 
Nero it would be hard to find a better, more comprehensive 
or more objective guide to the current historical discus
sions. 

Ratti, Edoardo, L'E.t:a. dl Ne/tone e la StoJu,a dl Roma nell' 
Ope!ta dl Pe..:tltoru,o. 
(Bologna: Patron, 1978). Pp. 236, £5000. 

Review by 
J. P. Sullivan 

This book by the late Edoardo Ratti consists of four chap
ters devoted, respectively, to the "labyrinth" of Nero's 
vices; the "labyrinth" of the Trojan mural; the "laby
rinth" of the Zodiac, and finally, the significance and 
function of Petronius' last testament. The author, an 
esteemed jurisprudent, tries tentatively to make sense of 
the alleged allusions to Nero in the SatqJu,con and, in 
addition, to throw light on the otherwise inexplicable 
characters of the novel and the many allusions to the first 
century A. D. Ratti's theory is that the novelist, whoever 
he was, adopted from Tacitus' Anna.l6 16.18-19 the pseudonym 
Petronius Arbiter and then wrote the pretended testament of 
the dead courtier, incorporating a significance invisible 
to the common reader. It is, in fact, an ancient parody 
and polemic written between the second century and the end 
of the third. Here are a few of the ways Ratti teases out 
the meaning of the work. Daedalus, Trimalchio's cook, and 
his trickery in disguising one thing as another, and Massa 
(= Moses), an analogous figure, furnish important clues to 
Petronius' strategy: in the Cena, Petronius' "seal," he is 
constructing a literary labyrinth for his own esoteric pur
poses. In one way, the work is a carefully disguised de
nunciation of Rome's and Nero's vices; in another it is a 
weapon in the war between Christians and Jews, the Chris
tians being denounced for their praise of Rome, which 
eventually they were to co-opt in their own cause (pp. 191-2). 
The SatyJu.con is an apocalyptic te1,tamentum nov.u.oimum (of 
universal love!) which satirizes the Novum TMtamentum (p. 
192-5) by its ludden, not its surface, comedy. The symbolism 
of the labyrinth is therefore crucial to Ratti and he elabo
rates on it for most of his pages. He finds connections be
tween the SatyJu.con and the Apocalypoe (p. 45)-the two 
beasts of St. John become Trimalchio and Habinnas. Much is 
deduced from the symbolism of the Zodiac dish (pp. 137 ff.) 
and from the rebuses of Sat. 56. Hidden meanings, "seals," 
and geometric tabulations abound and great play is made of 
the old familiar ROHA-AMOR, to which is then connected MORS. 
For all its useful learning and its far flung references to 
non-classical fields, the basic thesis that a writer, versed 
in the allegorical, symbolic and pseudoetymological inter-

pretations of the Bible and classical authors such as Homer 
and Vergil, then con9tructed a text of his own suitable for 
such exegesis, and faked its provenance as the first century 
A.D. and the pen of a dead courtier of Nero's, is fantastic 
and implausible. Indeed Ratti's language, in his conclu
sions, verges on the mystical (Uru,e contoue dl una geome
rua implacabUe are his very last words!). Here he is far 
and away in advance even of Petronius' moralizing critics, 
such as Bacon, Arrowsmith, and Cameron, who, more plausibly, 
hold him to his place in Neronian literature. To explain the 
nature and date of the SatyJu,con we have no need of such her
meneutics. But aberrations of learned minds are not unconnnon 
and we must remember the ingenuities of the Baconians and 
Newton's dealings with sacred scripture, when approaching a 
work so rich in imagination. 

Grimal, Pierre, La GueJVLe UvUe de Pe;tJtone dano 6e6 ~appow 
avec la P/i~ale. Collection d •Jtudes ancienne, Bude' (Paris 
1977), pp. 312. N.p. 

Review by 
J. P. Sullivan 

G. addresses himself to some old but still vexed questions 
about Petronius' Bellum ~vile: what is the purpose and 
function of the poem in the context of the SatqJu,con? What 
is the relationship, if any, between the BC and Lucan's 
Pha/Ll>aUa? His radical solution consists of an attempt to 
prove that the P~~ was written a6teJt the BC, and that 
any apparent allusions or echoes discernible in the works, 
when they are not easily dismissed as illusory or as de
riving from connnon sources, can be attributed to Lucan's 
dependence on Petronius, not vice v~a (p. vi). Before 
embarking on such an ambitious reversal of received opinion, 
G. should have acquainted himself with K.F.C. Rose's mono
graph on the date and authorship of the SatyJu.con, published, 
after all, in 1971, instead of his much briefer article in 
CQ 1962; also unmentioned is P. George's sceptical article, 
"Petronius and Lucan de Bello ~vili" in CQ_ 1967. It is 
therefore not surprising that the bibliography is so con
fusing as well as defective. G. 's first chapter analyzes 
Eumolpus' aesthetic principles. Despite some familiar 
textual nitpicking and some red-herrings, G.'s assertion 
that the preface to the BC cannot be directed at Lucan re
mains mere assertion and his subsidiary claim that the 
Civil War inspired 'bien des po~tes' is an exaggeration. 
G. argues implausibly that the function of the divine in 
both the BC and the P~aUa is much the same: it is ab
stract and symbolic, following in the path of Vergil. Ch. 
2 analyzes the causes of the war in both poems. Here 
again, G. finds that Eumolpus depends only on standard 
historical sources (who would deny it?), and therefore any 
critique of Lucan in this respect is to be ruled out. In 
the third chapter G. analyzes the dialogue between Pluto and 
Fortuna and finds it probable that it is an original creation, 
despite its strong dependence on Vergil, and that Lucan has 
seen fit to use certain elements of it. A similar conclusion 
is drawn in G. 's comparison of Petronius' and Lucan's treat
ment of the portents of the war ("LucMn avm conoeJtve dano 
6a memo~e le o0uve~ du poeme de Pwone, un MU.Ve~ QM ... 
~evenm l'inop~eJt, p. 148). The next chapter discussing 
the respective treatments of Caesar's descent into Italy ends 
with the conclusion that the two writers simply followed 
parallel paths in their depictions, one Stoic and one Epi
curean. Any resemblances are to be explained once more by 
Petronius' chronological priority. Ch. 6 on the panic in 
Rome argues for the likelihood that in the similarities the 
model is Petronius and the imitator is Lucan. A main argu
ment here (p. 192) is that a given line or passage is more 
obscure than the equivalent in Lucan and therefore the latter 
must have been clarifying the former. One might equally well 
argue that Petronius' shorter scope leads him to compress 
the sentiments or descriptions of h.u. model. Ch. 7 deals 
with the gods and the Civil War. G. repeats that the gods 
do not intervene in the action, thereby minimizing the dif
ference in the attitudes that Lucan and Petronius adopt 
towards the divine machinery employed by Vergil in the 
Aenud. Once again, G. argues that it is more likely that, 
in the various relevant passages, Lucan is recalling Pe
tronius than vice v~a and he stresses (p. 214, 228) 
Lucan's great familiarity with Eumolpus' poem, a phenomenon 



which strains at least this reviewer's credibility. (One 
should note that on pp. 234-5 G. wrongly surmises that to 
explain the facts one must postulate just one year or so for 
the composition of the Sa..ty1t,t_con, particularly since he 
adopts the thesis that different parts of the Sa.,ty1t,t_c.on may 
have been written non-sequentially at different times.) G. 's 
conclusions are as follows: Petronius' thinking is indepen
dent of Lucan's. Incidents and ideas common to the two 
works are due to their connnon subject, their connnon aesthetic 
(Aristotelian and Horatian), p. 254, and their natural re
liance on the obvious historical sources, such as Livy, and, 
above all, on Virgil and other Latin poets. The few unmis
takeable echoes are to be explained by Lucan's dependence on 
Petronius. What G. 's hypothesis, which has to presume that 
Petronius wrote the BC before A.O. 60 (p. 256) and inserted 
it into the Sa.,ty1t,t_c.on later, along with the T1wia.e, fla..f.o-6-W, 
does not explain is the <late and context of the BC; cer
tainly it is a most peculiar production to be the "conser
vative" poetic demonstration that G. sees in it (p. 248). 
Indeed, if Eumpolpus' OJJu.-6 is more or less disavowed by 
Petronius himself, why would Lucan echo anything of it in 
his serious epic? It is true that G. has now given us a 
closer analysis, in the interests of his paradoxical thesis, 
of the resemblances between the two works, but it must be 
said that the book is overlong and padded; the text printed 
of GC is conventional, and the translation unnecessary. The 
parallels from Lucan printed underneath the text are far less 
complete than Rose's collection (a random example omitted by 
G. would be the possible resemblance between BC 160, cf. 294, 
and Pha.M. 7.473), although the citations from other authors 
may be useful to have on the same page. The implausibility 
of G. 's thesis lies in this: would an unfinished, hardly 
impressive, sketch of the opening of an epic, written, say 
in A.D. 61, have so impressed the young and arrogant Lucan 
that he incorporated into his own massive work so many echoes, 
allusions, and other borrowings? the common source theory 
(cf. George a.11.-t. ut. above) is difficult enough to argue, 
since there is little evidence for the many common sources 
that must be postulated, and it fails to explain the sta
tistically odd grouping of the resemblances between the BC 
and Pha.,u.,ilia. I-III and X. But G. 's thesis overlooks the 
literary context of the Sa,ty1t,t_con, the allusions, for in
stance, to Seneca's philosophical works in the Sa.,ty1t,t_c.on 
(was Seneca, Lucan's uncle, also borrowing from Petronius?). 
The BC itself and its relationship to the Phalll.ia..f.{.a. remain 
somewhat puzzling. Petronius makes Caesar the heroic centre; 
the Pha.,u.,ilia. Cato. Is it therefore a political and oppor
tunistic corrective of Lucan' s revisionism? Both poems rely 
heavily on Vergil. Are there then many other poetic, or 
even historical, sources that may further explain the re
semblances and echoes descried in the two? The BC is no 
obvious parody of the Pha.,u.,a..f.{.a., but could there not be 
elements of parody in it, particularly of Lucan's strained 
,6e,n,te,n,li,a.e, or imagery? If not an overall parody, is it 
perhaps an unpretentious and sketchy model of how an epic 
on the civil war should be tackled, reintroducing the gods 
that Lucan, with great insight and originality, had omitted? 
Could all of these elements, and more, be present? G. 's 
hypothesis to explain the relationship between the two 
works may indeed fit the facts more economically. The 
theory, however, involves so much subjectivity and such 
large assumptions about the chronology and the profound 
and inexplicable familiarity of the serious younger poet 
with the mocking and self-deprecatory mini-epic of Eumol-
pus that the generally accepted opinions on the relative 
chronology and the dependence of the one on the other, des
pite their difficulties, remain much more plausible. 

A. s. Kalenic', Pe..t!toMu.-6 ' View.b o 6 La.ngua.g e, Piu.lo-60 phy . 
(Pe,,t/toMje.vi pogte,cu na. 6-Lf.ozoMJu. je,zilm) Zagreb: 
biblioTEKA, 1978. Pp. 142, Din. 240. 

The book consists of an Introduction (with a secion on the 
problem of language in Greek philosophy) and five chapters: 
I. Roman Literature, II. Literary Language of Petronius' Time, 
III. The Literary Type of Petronius' Work, IV. Language Phi
losophy in Petronius' Sa.,ty1t,t_c.on (the central chapter), and V, 
Conclusions. Chapter IV is subdivided into (1) Petronius in 
the Sa..ty!Uc.on, (2) Svuno Qu.oUcua.nu.-6 and Poetry, (3) Speech 
and Truth, (4) Speech and Beauty, and (5) Speech and His
tory. Though Petronius' Sa.-ty!Ucon offers the widest variety 
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of language-from high literary (-6e1t1110 La.Unu.-6 e.te.ga.n.t.<l.>-6,(.
mu.-6) down to the most vulgar parlance (-6eJI.ino ptebuu.-6)-it 
is noticeable that the different levels are somehow stressed 
in the work: (a) regular language (-6e/U110 qu.otiiua.nu.-6), the 
entire conversational range of vernaculars from the sophis
ticated down to the simplest, and (b) the literary (poetic) 
idiom, The two levels are conspicuously contrasted in the 
sentence: oae,piu.-6 JJOe,,t.(.c.e, QU.a.m hwnane, loc.u.,tu.-6 M (90. 3) 
which we translate as "you have talked more often like a 
poet than like a man". What this sentence tells us is that, 
in addition to the human language, there exists a language 
that is not. TI1e paradox consists in the fact that both 
poets and non-poets belong to the same language community. 
When speaking comprehensibly, poets speak the language they 
have in common with the non-poets; but their language be
comes antithetical when they speak poetically. The discord 
between the "poetic" and "human" exists not from time im
memorial (cf. c. 2.3 sq.;88.2 sq.), since there was a time 
when poetic langauge was in the fullest sense human lan
guage. The discord opened up a new antagonism between con
temporary and ancient artistic production. While ancient 
artstic production (when v,Ur,tu.-6 carried TE\os within it
self) formerly grew out of life and was thus the ~vcpyc1a 
of the real and human historical world, contemporary artistic 
production is marked by sharp breaks between language and 
reality. Therefore the language of such artistic produc
tions shows neither an understanding of the reality nor an 
agreement about the world, but rather a misunderstanding. 
Alienated from real life and from its contemporary set-
ting, such a language is just a semblance of language, in
comprehensible and foreign to "ordinary" people. TI1e dif
ference lies in this: the ancient poetic comprehended its 
own times and was thus comprehensible to its contemporaries. 
Modern poetic production, alienated from life is developing 
outside its contemporary surroundings and therefore comes 
into conflict with its contemporaries. This conflict comes 
into focus in the Sa.,ty1t,t_c.on in the form of misunderstandings 
between contemporary and earlier cultural productions, and 
also in the misunderstandings by "ordinary" contemporaries 
of ancient cultural products. The Sa.,ty1t,t_eon therefore ex
pands our horizon for comprehending the sentence ,6ae,piu.-6 
poruce, qu.am hwna.ne, focu.nv., e-6 to include three types of 
disagreement: (a) disagreement between contemporary 
"poetic" and "human" languages, (b) between the con-
temporary and ancient "poetic", and (c) between the 
contemporary "human" and the ancient poetic, which, 
however, appears to be identical to its own human state at 
the time. These latter disagreements again branch out into 
disagreements between contemporary language and the linguis
tic heritage. In the Sa.,ty1t,t_c.on there are really three dif
ferent idioms: (a) the contemporary "human", (b) the con
temporary "poetic" which is "unhuman", and (c) the ancient 
"poetic" which still is human. To find out what the tl1ree 
idioms hold in comnon and separately, and to see whether 
they are truly these different idioms or just appear so, we 
must examine the relationship between language and reality. 
Our next question is: how can the truth about the world in
fluence the language? Man is necessary for language, which 
does not exist in the abstract, since every individual speaks 
a defined language. Willy-nilly, humans cannot contain with
in themselves any sensations without voicing them (cf. Pl. 
Soph. 363E). TI1e word is at one and the same time both the 
sensation and the notification. In the sentence ,6ae,piu.-6 
poe,,tic,e, QWWJ hwna.ne, loc.u.:tu.-6 e-6, humane, loqM really means 
the primordial understanding of speech as a dialogue which 
is actually the essential proof of man's existence in the 
world. No one has a private language; man must share his 
language with others. Every dialogue presupposes and gene
rates a common idiom. Petronius' Sa.,ty1t,t_c.on points out lan
guage (cancuda. lingu.a. c. 132.15, v. ~) as the enviroment in 
and from which burns (rucet) the light of truth. The truth
fulness of the word does not dwell in its ~orrectness, i.e. 
in its being properly denotive, but in its creation of 
meaning. All words are truthful since their existence is in 
their meanings. Language is the way things talk to man in a 
dialogue between man and world. Speech is not just the search 
for meaning but a particular capacity of language to say what 
is true, Language in its essence is dia-logue and therefore 
more than the mere equation of word= thing, because language 
is exactly the vehicle in which sensation and thing combine 
for the first time, The word (nome.n) is not the carrier of 
the truth, but the \oyos (= Ve/I.bum) is that which essentially 
manifests itself as 6u'iAoyos(= -6VUno). 


